
MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Volume Vs RG7 JetsVolume Vs RG7 JetsVolume Vs RG7 JetsVolume Vs RG7 Jets    

31313131////11110/20180/20180/20180/2018    

POM: Katie (Volume) 

POM: Jess (RG7 Jets) 

  

  

In the first quarter volume started strong with an awesome defensive display in the circle 

which saw them make crucial interceptions, hampering Jets’ ability to feed their shooters. 

They ended the quarter 6 goals to 3 up, doubling Jets’ score and looked to be in the 

driving seat. Jets came into the second quarter fighting and got some game changing 

interceptions in the circle and mid court to pull the game back and taking the lead, 9 

goals to 8. In the third quarter volume tightened up their defence and turned a couple of 

centres their way but jets fought back and took advantage of some wayward passes into 

the shooters to keep their 1 goal advantage. Jets went into the final quarter 14 goals to 

13 up.  Both teams gave everything, there were a couple of tense turn overs from both 

teams to leave the final result wide open.  Jets shooters got a couple of great long shots 

in and the team managed to play a possession game in the final few minutes to hold 

onto their 1 point lead. Final score was 18 goals to 17 and Jets’ first win of the season. 

Well done to both teams POM who were Katie from Volume and Jess from RG7 Jets    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Volume 17 Volume 17 Volume 17 Volume 17 ----    RG7 Jets 18RG7 Jets 18RG7 Jets 18RG7 Jets 18    

        



MATCH MATCH MATCH MATCH REPORTREPORTREPORTREPORT 

Volume Volume Volume Volume Vs Vs Vs Vs Thunderbirds 1Thunderbirds 1Thunderbirds 1Thunderbirds 1    

19191919/09/201/09/201/09/201/09/2018888    

POM: Vicky Heath (Volume)  

POM: Abbie Walker (Thunderbirds 1) 

  

  

A very wet & windy evening meant difficult playing conditions and a slow start to the 

game with both teams struggling to catch or throw a slippery ball! 

 

Thunderbirds circle defenders put the pressure on with tight marking throughout Q1 

forcing Volume to switch their GA and GS at the start of Q2 

 

Thunderbirds looked strong with plenty of space and movement in mid court and fast on 

court play especially from C Yasmin Brown. Fantastic shooting from their player of the 

match Abbie Walker meant they stormed ahead in Q2 scoring 11 goals to Volume’s 2. 

The quarter ended 15-5 to Thunderbirds 

 

Volume responded with another change in their shooting combo and came out fighting 

in Q3. Player of the match GA Vicky Heath worked well with GS Kelly Bailey creating 

more space in the circle & more time for accurate shooting. An even quarter with both 

teams scoring 6 goals 

 

Thunderbirds pushed up the pace again in the final quarter & some great interceptions 

from GK Jo Healing allowed them to turn over a few centres increasing the lead. Volume 

kept on fighting & managed to hold on to gain a point in the final few minutes  

    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Volume 16Volume 16Volume 16Volume 16    ––––    ThThThThunderbirds 1 30underbirds 1 30underbirds 1 30underbirds 1 30    

 


